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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a global characterization and an analytical model of the static flow stage of an electro-pneumatic
proportional valve FESTO MPYE-5-M5-010-B. This study is useful for linear or nonlinear control synthesis in our
application for medical robotics. Firstly, the experimental measurements are carried out using 3D graphs where a set of
curves gives the output mass flow rate as a function of the electrical input of the electronic stage for different values of
the output pressure. The exhaust and supply pressures, during these tests, are assumed to be constant. This
characterization leads to a good estimation of the different parameters such as sonic conductance. Moreover, 2D
classical curves given by some constructors can be reconstructed, such as mass flow gain, pressure gain and mass flow
characterization. Secondly, an approximation of the mass flow stage characteristics of this five-way proportional valve
by a polynomial function is described. The model elaborated enables a good reproduction of the pressure gain and the
global mass flow characterization curves to be obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pneumatic systems are increasingly present in a number
of industrial manufacturing procedures, handling,
medical, armament and robotics, etc.
The use of proportional distributors in pneumatic
systems has a practical design and simple use,
especially to carry out the synthesis of the linear and
nonlinear control laws in feedback control, for example
position feedback control or force feedback control
tracking according to desired trajectories [1]. Moreover,
the proportional valve is a power modulator that does
not consume much energy [2],[3]. A servo-distributor is
known as proportional when it provides a flow rate in
bi-directional operating mode. The flow rate delivered
by the servo-distributor (either forward or return) is a

function of the input voltage of the electronic stage of
the proportional valve.
FESTO MPYE-5-M5-010B is a proportional valve, 5/3-
way function, with a maximum flow rate of about 140
Nl/mn* at a supply pressure of 7 bar abs**. This mass
flow rate is suitable for developing a medical robot
(BirthSIM) [4],[5].
BirthSIM is a childbirth simulator developed in
collaboration between INSA Lyon (Institut National des
Sciences Appliquées) and HCL (Hospices Civils de
Lyon) [6]. BirthSIM is a dynamic functional simulator,
which takes into account the movement of a baby
through its mother’s pelvis. In fact this type of simulator
will help to teach, in a realistic way, and in complete
                                           
*1 Nl/mn = 0.0215 g/s
**Thereafter, all the pressure values expressed in bar, will be in
absolute bar.
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safety the medical techniques of childbirth in the
midwife schools and the Faculty of Medicine. It has
been developed to enable obstricans to learn how to
perform the procedure for the first time. The operative
part of BirthSIM contains a pneumatic actuator which
produces the movement of the head of the newborn and
supplies a programmable resistance to the force of
traction. The actuator will enable BirthSIM to imitate
contractions and the mother’s pushing action. This
actuator is a linear cylinder, double-acting and single
stroke which supports the head of the newborn. This
cylinder can position the newborn, and more
particularly its head, on a horizontal axis. Two FESTO
MPYE-5-M5-010B proportional valve controls this
pneumatic cylinder. In order to carry out the automatic
piloting of the electro-pneumatic system, it is necessary
to know the mathematical model of the power
modulator. The control model of FESTO power
modulator presented in this paper hasn’t enough precise.
The robust control will allows to get high performances
for the pneumatic system used.
Servo-distributor manufacturers do not provide
sufficient characteristics to obtain a model of the flow
rate stage of the pneumatic components in their
documentation [7]. No characteristics are provided by
FESTO. This is why the global static characteristics
(port P) of the proportional valve, were established.
Moreover, experimental measurements carried out can
give a simulation model of the flow rate stage of this
proportional valve. These measurements form a table,
having as inputs the output pressure and the electrical
input of the electronic stage integrated into the
proportional distributor and giving the output mass flow
rate. The procedures followed to carry out the global
characterization of the FESTO proportional valve
confirm the possibility of applying a protocol carried
out previously for a Servo-distributor of the Asco
JOUCOMATIC company [7],[8], to other fluid power
components. Servotronic Asco JOUCOMATIC is a
three-way electro-pneumatic Servovalve, its maximum
flow rate is about of 1400 Nl/mn. This flow rate value is
much larger than that of the FESTO MPYE-5-M5-010B
proportional valve.
This article is organized as follows: In section II, the
FESTO proportional valve is briefly described. In
section III, experimental results of a global
characterization of this type of pneumatic component is
provided. Section IV presents a mathematical model of
the static flow rate stage. The results obtained with this
model are compared with the experimental results and
two types of errors are then discussed.

II. TECHNIQUE DESCRIPTION OF THE
PROPORTIONAL VALVE UNDER STUDY

The MPYE-5-M5-010B proportional valve is a
distributor of a type 5/3. It is thus composed of five

ports N, P, S, E and E with three intermediate spool
positions (Figure 1). The five ways present an S orifice
of compressed air (it is numbered orifice (1) by the
manufacturer), two working orifices for P(4), N(2) and
two for the exhaust E(3 and 5). If the input control is
varied from 0 V to 5 V, the compressed air exits from
port (1) towards port (2) and the exhaust goes from port
(4) towards port (5). By varying the voltage of 5 V to 10
V, the compressed air exits from port (1) towards port
(4) and the exhaust goes from port (2) towards port (3).
For a voltage from 5 V, when the spool is in mid-
position, the flow rate of the distributor is theoretically
invalid.
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Figure 1. Photograph and schema of a FESTO MPYE-
5-M5-010B proportional valve

III. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
RESULTS

The characterization suggested for the FESTO
proportional valve is a global static characterization for
the exhaust and supply pressure constants.
• Global since the output mass flow rate is given as a

function of both the electrical proportional valve
input and of the output pressure.

• Static, because for each variation in the electrical
input control or in the output working pressure, the
measurement readings (pressure and flow rate) are
taken when the flow rate is in established mode.

Figure 2 shows the testing device used for measuring
the desired characteristics of the port P(4) when the port
N(2) is shut. The experimental procedure consists of
recording the output flow rate for each variation of the
input voltage and of the working pressure PP. It is
necessary to vary one of these two independent values
and to keep the other constant.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that, for this purpose, the
output pressure PP and the supply pressure (PS=7 bar)
are kept constant by using two pressure regulators.
Considering the nonlinear character of this type of
component, it was necessary to make more voltage
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measurements between 4 V and 6 V (depending on the
function of this proportional valve).
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Figure 2. Testing device

Figure 3 shows (after having carried out a linear
interpolation of the measurement points) the three-
dimensional evolution of the mass flow rate as a
function of valve-input control and its working pressure.
In fact, if this characteristic is projected on two planes
(U,qm) and (PP,qm) the network of mass flow gain
(Figure 4) and the network of mass flow rate
characterization (Figure 5) can be obtained respectively.

Figure 3. 3D-global static characteristics

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the output proportional
valve mass flows qm as a function of electrical input U,
for eight different values of the output pressure PP,
distributed from 1.25 to 7 bar. In this figure is shown:
• The non-linearity of the curves for values near the

supply and exhaust pressures, for values of input
control near the 5V value.

• The eight curves are monotonous.

• A phenomenon of saturation is noticed for the
values of input control higher than 8 V and lower
than 2V.

The set given in Figure 5 shows the output mass flow
rate as a function of the output pressure for 26 different
values of the input voltage control from 0.153V to 10V.

Figure 4. Set of mass flow rate curves as a function of
proportional valve input

Figure 5. Set of mass flow rate curves as function of
proportional valve output pressure

This network clearly shows the classical behavior of the
Servo-distributor orifices related either to a supply
process or to an exhaust process for large absolute
values of the valve proportional input control.
The two sets of curves (Figure 4 and 5) determine
simply the variation of mass flow rate against both an
output pressure PP and an input control. This
information enables a simulation model of the static
flow stage in the form of an easily programmable 3D-
table to be used for any simulation.
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IV. ANALYTICAL CONTROL MODEL

The synthesis of certain control laws requires the
knowledge of a model in a mathematical form [2]. The
modeling of a servodistributor enables the mass flow
rate at its output as a function of the output working
pressure, and of the electrical input control to be
determined. For the control objective, it is tried to
reproduce the static behavior of the FESTO distributor
proportional valve, via a mathematical expression.
A method had been proposed, using a mathematical
expression of the mass flow rate evolution law,
depending on the global characteristics of the servo-
distributor JOUCOMATIC SERVOTRONIC [8]. This
control model for the FESTO proportional valve is
validated by carrying out a translation of the valve-input
control U to new values of control Ut: ) -  5.0412  ( UUt = .
The value equal to 5.0412V (deduced from the
measurements) corresponds to the intersection point of
the pressure gain characterization orifice P and orifice
N. Thus the following mathematical expression is
obtained:

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ttPPPtm UUsgnPPPUq ×+= ,, ψϕ (1)

• ( )Ptm PUq ,  illustrates a mass flow rate (Nl/mn) that
is a function of  the working pressure Pp and an
input control voltage Ut.

• ( )PPϕ  is a polynomial function whose evolution
corresponds to the mass flow rate leakage (Nl/mn)
from the orifice P. It is identical for all input control
values tU (Figure 6. )

• ( )( )tP UsgnP ,ψ  is a polynomial function of the
input control sign (Figure 7) because it is different
for the inlet ( )0>tU  and for the exhaust ( )0<tU .

Figure 6. Approximation of mass flow rate
measured for 0=tU : Function ( )pϕ

Figure 7. Approximation of the ( )( )tP UsgnP ,ψ  function.

The form of the mass flow rate shown in Figure 5.
justifies the approximation by two different ψ functions,
one defined for positive values of Ut and the other for
negative values. The nonlinear shape of the global
characteristics of the mass flow rate, as a function of the
output pressure and the input control, justify the choice
of the polynomial function of the form (1). The minimal
degrees of the polynomials ( )PPϕ , ( )0, <tP UPψ  and

( )0, >tP UPψ  have the smallest absolute estimated
error, equal to 4, 4 and 5 respectively.

IV.1. CONTROL MODEL VALIDATION

In this paragraph, it is presented a comparison of the
characteristics resulting from the approximations with
those resulting from the experimental measurements of
the FESTO proportional valve, presented in section III.
It is reconstituted in Figure 8 (depending on the
equation (1)) the evolution of the mass flow rate as a
function of the electrical input control and the working
pressure. This two-dimensional evolution has a shape
rather near that of the static global two-dimensional
characteristic of the FESTO MPYE-5-M5-010B
proportional valve, as illustrated in Figure 3.
In fact it can be observed in Figure 9 that the mass flow
rate reconstituted from the equation (1), gives good
results comparatively to the measurements except for:
• the negative values of the input control Ut with

output pressures PP equal to 6 , 6.5 and 7 bar.
• the positive values of input control Ut with a

working pressure PP near to that of the atmospheric
pressure (1.25 bar and 1.5 bar).
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Figure 8. Global static characteristics reconstituted
from the equation (1)

Figure 9. Comparison: Experimental and reconstituted
set of mass flow rate curves as a function of valve input

Figure 10 shows also a good result except for the
maximum value of the electrical input control U equal
to 10 volt (Ut = -4.9588) which corresponds to the
highest working pressure PP =7 bar. This is not
troublesome for the uses under consideration, because
this pressure domain has not been examined very much.
It can be observed in Figure 11 that the pressure gain
characteristic PP at null mass flow rate reconstituted
from equation (1) and from function ( )PPϕ  gives good
results compared to the measurements. In fact the slope
of the pressure gain reconstituted is larger than that
measured in the experiments. In this interval the
displacement of the valve spool causes the opening of
one of the working orifices P or N and the closing of the
other.

Figure 10. Comparison: experimental and reconstituted
set of mass flow rate curves as a function of output

pressure

Figure 11. Comparison: Experimental and
reconstituted pressure gain curve

IV.2. MODELING ERROR

Two criteria were presented to validate the control
model. On one hand, an absolute error of mass flow rate
is obtained that is low on all the application fields of the
FESTO proportional valve. On the other hand, a relative
error of the mass flow rate for the greatest opening zone
of a passage of fluid estimated for this component is
obtained.
The absolute errors of the mass flow rate generated by
the control model given by the equation (1) are weak
(between -15 Nl/mn and +15 Nl/mn) as shown in Figure
12. They are maximal at the edges of the pressure field
PP.
The relative errors of mass flow rates generated by the
approximations for the values of electrical input control
Ut outside the interval [-1, +1], are between -10% and
+15% (Figure 13)
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Figure 12. Mass flow rate absolute errors

Figure 13. Mass flow rate relative errors

These approximations knowledge will be useful to
synthesize nonlinear robust control law [9].

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper an analytical model of a MPYE-5-M5-
010B proportional 5-way valve from the FESTO
company has been presented. A mathematical model has
been obtained after realizing a global characterization of
the static flow stage of this servo flow control valve.
The experimental measurements carried out for a
characterization in three-dimensions (mass flow rate,
output pressure and electrical input control), can be used
as a simulation model. The good results obtained show
that the characterization protocol of a Servo-distributor
carried out previously [7] can be used for another
pneumatic modulator. The characteristics presented in
Figure 3 can consider FESTO servo-pneumatic valve is

suitable to carry out the functions of the childbirth
simulator BirthSIM.
The analytical model of the FESTO proportional valve
was validated by reconstituting the global two-
dimensional characterizations and the pressure gain
curve at null mass flow rate. The weak errors of the
mass flow rate enabled the control model to be
validated. A control synthesis would enable the
simulator BirthSIM to be automated. In fact the
generation of input trajectories for our system is an
important problem to resolve in order to translate the
medical conditions into an automation problem. Later it
will be necessary to realize different procedures and to
synthesis robust controls in order to minimize tracking
errors in a highly non-linear field.
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